Abstract -This paper deals with optimization of splitable resources aimed to the detection of a moving target following a Markovian movement or a conditionally deterministic motion. Our work extends Brown's spatial optimization method. By use of a generalized linear formalism, we developed a method for optimizing both spatially and temporally (modeling resource renew), with management of multiple resource types or multi-modes resources. Such optimization involves also the fusion of several detection tools, in order to make them work together efficiently.
Introduction
The present work refers to the initial framework of Search Theory [8] [1] [2] introduced by B.O. Koopman and his colleagues. Our interest more precisely focuses on the multi-period search problem, as it has been solved by S.S. Brown [5] [6] . After a short review of the formalism, we will eventually explain in this introduction the main aspects of the algorithm evolved by Brown. Brown's algorithm only solves the spatial sharing of the resources. Section 2 and 3 will present extensions of the common formalism and of the algorithm of Brown. Those extensions concern temporal optimization and multi-resource (or mode) scheduling. Section 4 presents some numerical results.
Definitions: A target moving in a search space E is to be detected. The detection is achieved during T periods, each period being brief enough to satisfy the stationarity hypothesis of the target for the period.
The trajectory 3 = (Q,. . . , z~) E ET of the target is described by a probabilistic prior about d, given by a probabilistic density a(.'). A Markovian assumption will be made for algorithmic reasons; o is taken as a product of elementary densities:
A given amount of search effort ~5 k is available at each period k. Those efforts are constants of the problem.
At each period k, the effort & may be distributed along E to accomplish the search. The local search effort, applied to the point xk E E at time IC, is denoted qk(q). Constraints (2) are considered:
Vk E {l,. .. ,T}, q k 2 0 and qk(x) dx = q5k . (2)
The local efforts 9 directly command the local detection probability. We call pk,,, (qk (zk)) the probability not to detect within the period k, when target's location is xk. The law of diminishing return is assumed.
Thus for xk fixed, pi,,k < 0 and P : , ,~ > 0. The problem is to find q so as to minimize the global probability of non detection Pnd(q) under the constraint (2). Independence hypothesis on detections yields: s,
k=T k=T
Brown's method: Brown obtained a convergence toward the optimal solution, by successively optimizing alone each period with the other fixed. More precisely, for a particular period IC, P n d ( q ) can also be written:
This shows that, when the search efforts are fixed for all periods, except for a period K , the optimization problem becomes the following l-period problem:
The following optimality conditions scaled by parameter (equations of de Guenin [4] ) are obtained:
P:(x) P~, , ( c p K (~) )
= 117K 7 if PZ(.) > 117K/P;,*(o) vK(x) = 0 , else . This idea will be instrumental again in our algorithm.
Generalized models
Drown's algorithm assumes 4 to be known and deals only about resources spatial sharing. Optimization on q5k is however a worthwhile issue. Time splitting of a global amount of non renewable resources, or allocation problems on renewable resources are examples. A more general problem, called lateral splitting, will be presented. This problem intends to involve multi-resource and multi-mode scheduling together with spatio-temporal optimization of resources.
To do that, it combines spatial optimizations (as usually) and global optimizations, which act at the index level (some indexes may not be temporal). Before defining a formalism for lateral splitting. some examples are given. They should enlighten on how latera1 splitting constitutes a common canvas for modeling both the nature of particular resources and the combinations of different resources. For our examples, we will restrict to a search on T = 4 periods. The examples rely on similar formalism. These formalism are unified into lateral splitting, explained now. 
Formalism for lateral splitting
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A c lRuU{') is a set of weighting for variables and constant. Constraints are defined by this object.
Note that A is a kind of non ordered matrix, ' is a mapping from A, which defines the temporal context of each constraint.
In addition, are defined Q = (QT)rELI, a family of global effort variables and cp = (cpr)rcr-l(Tl, a family of spatial sharing functions. Concretely, r(T) = IC E 7
means that resources Qr are used for search at period IC. Otherwise, when r ( T ) = S, resources Q r are not used. Constraints (7) condition the problem:
{ VT € r-1(7), s, cprf(x) dx = Qr ,
Now, in addition to theses basic constraints (7), other equation on global variables Q r are evolved from A:
The precedent equation has of course a matricial form:
where constraint vector 0 = ( -a ( l ) ) , E~ and constraint matrix A = ( U ( T ) )~~~,~~A are constants of the problem. In such model, it appears that the sign of U(") (or n(1)) determines whether resources are consumed, positive case, or generated, negative case. The constraints of the problem are now defined. Equation (10) gives the evaluation function to be optimized:
(10) P,td(v) represents the global probability of non detection. LS-problem with inequality constraints, ICLS, consists in optimizing both 4 and q so as to minimize P,,d(y) under constraints (7) and (8-9).
Equality constraint: LS-problem with equality constraints, ECLS, is just obtained by replacing (8) or (9) by either Vu E A, CrcU u(T) Qy + a(1) = 0 or A Q = ?+LJ. ECLS is too restrictive and is inadequate with the underlying semantic of our model. All coming formalism will thus rather refer to ICLS. Nevertheless, our algorithm is built for ECLS, and ICLS is defined as a corollary of ECLS by simply adding slack variables (mapping to S). More precisely, we will add as much new slack wrkables as cardinality of A. One mriable only is activated (weighted with non null d u e ) for each a E A. Since there is a positivity constraints on variables, it suffices to put a positive weight, say 1, on needed variable, to handle lower inequality. ICLS (U, T , p, A, m) is simply changed into an equivalent E CLS (Us, y , p , As, m s ) , in the following way:
(T) and rs(A) = S .
(11) Define as for each a E A, by completion outside A:
as(a) = 1 and V T E A\ { a } , as(T) = 0 . { Objects As and m< are then defined by:
Basic LS: Let A = ( U , r , p , A , m ) be an LS. In L-S formdism, each index T E U represents a resource variable since index 1 represents the resource constant. These resources are weighted for each constraint a E A. Weighting signifies that resources may be less or more costly. A resource weighted 2 is equivalent to two resources weighted 1. A negative weight signifies a reversed cost. It may be used to handle resource generation, and also conditionallity on resources. For example, to explain that a total of X resources is made available by the system, we should use a resource constant weighted by -A. Here comes a distinction between resources availability, which depends on the system and is associated to constant index, and resource properties characterized by constraints on variable indices. For this reason, some operations on resources explained next, will be applied rather on LSs with zero weight- 
For example, d R d yields for T = 4 the matricial form:
( 1 4 i
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Weighted renewable resources: Resource type is considered, which renews gradually according to a parameter sequence p. More precisely, for one resource used at period k , pa! resource is then regenerated at period k + Ak. Property pk 5 1 also holds. Denote 
i Obviously, there is some semantics, behind our model.
There is a temporal semantic, which underlies the r e cursive construction of the LS seen above. It is needless to develop anymore argumentation about it. But it is important to respect the temporal causality when constructing LS. This prevents from irrelevant use of the model, such as informational incompleteness. There is also a global semantic, which establish relation between already constructed LS. This aspect will be more detailed, with the construction of operators on LS. For all (a", ab) E A" x Ab, let aa ct) ab be stated by:
~r -3~
la" ( 1) ab@) = a"(1) + ab(1) . An algorithm is now given for solving ECLS. The E-CLS is approximated by series of Brown's problems, and the optimum of the ECLS is given by the optimum of the nearest approximation. To command the choice of these approximations, a differential method (relative to the intermediate optima) is used. 
Algorithm
For each
Assume q~ and v + djo be optimal solutions for q5 and q5 + dq5 respectively. By definition, dmin, Pnd(q) is given by Pnd(V + dp) -Pad($?). A first order expansion relatively to d~ results in linearization (22):
This value has to be as negative as possible. Since minimizing a sum reverts to minimizing its members, each dpy shall minimize JE3;(x)prtr((yy + dVr)(x)) dx.
Such minimization is a kind of 1-period search problem on 9~ + dpr. Optimality conditions of de Guenin (see (6)) are also found. Since q is optimal too, two de Practically, discretization of du, Au, results in positivity gaps. Thus, Au is given by (28):
subject to A-Au + q5 2 0 and (lil-Aul( 5 A t .
When 11 11 = 11 llm, (28) is linear and can be straightforwardly solved by means of the Simplex algorithm.
Results
Our algorithm is rather fast. Computation of Au is negligible, compared to Brown's process. Thus, the speed of our algorithm is of the same order than Brown's one. In this section, two examples are presented. They are produced with operators 09 and @ from basic models of resources, and correspond to multiresource and multi-mode scheduling. The space search -411 non detection function will be esponential, i.e. p r , = ( q ) = exp(-wr,rq). The visibility parameter izy,r will not depend on the period of detection. When 1 resource g is used at period k , then {of this resource is renewed at period k+l, at period k+2 and $ at period k + 3. So, 3 of the resource is definitively lost. The amount of these resources is 100. Their corresponding LS is then IV = AR($, i, ;
) @ -100. Resource e will be used as a control resource for the two other, that means in this example that the use of either 1 resource f or 1 resource g requires the use of 1 resource e. To be more precise, it requires 2 resources e, when using at same time 1 resource f and 1 resource 9. Such condition is stated by LS Re t (Af @ A g ) .
Otherwise, all resources are assumed to run independently, and the whole problem is represented by mean of ICLS (Ae t (Af @ A9)) 8 he 8 Af 8 As. figure 3 . The reader could verify that the constraints on resources are actually checked. It is also uneasy to make comments on such complex example. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the resources f and g are not put mainly on the fist period, where target dispersion begins. The rewon is the lack of control resource e, which is limited by 115. Thus, the use of resources are more spread between the search periods. Surrounding aspect are stronger in this conditioned example.
Conclusion and perspectives
Our aim wils to solve the problem of spatial and temporal resources sharing. To handle such problem, the algorithm of Brown-de Guenin has been really improved. Our algorithm is robust and fast, similarly to Brown's one. Moreover, in addition with the linear operational formalism we developed, it seems sufficiently general to handle problems of sensor managements, involving various types of sensors and operating modes. The underlying semantic of our model even permits conditional aspects in resource allocation problems and to introduce controls in lateral splitting. These points have been considered in a general setting. For specific applications, more work has to be done; however our approach seems sufficiently open.
